The main advantage of the Wang tiling concept for material engineering is ability to create large material domains with a relatively small set of tiles. Such idea allows both a reduction of computational demands and preserving heterogeneity of a reconstructed media in comparison with traditional cell concepts.
Introduction
Despite the exponentially increasing computing power, simulations and modelling of random heterogeneous materials on microscale have been performed mostly using the periodical unit cells (PUCs) forming a representative sample. Unfortunately the nature of the PUC is in contradiction with the terms random and heterogeneity typicaly characterizing investigated material. The main idea of the Wang tiling [1] is to stack large (infinite) aperiodic plane via relatively small set of tiles. Within last few years a group of researches has been dealing with the Wang tiling approach as a tool for random heterogeneous material modelling. There is no need to stack strictly aperiodic tiling for usage in material engineering, therefore stochastic CSHD tiling algorithm has been utilized [2] .
In general, algorithms for generation of the tile sets with circular particles can be divided into two groups based on the nature of a particle positioning. The pilot work [3] linking the Wang tile principles with material engineering, utilized static approach, whereas in this paper a process based on the molecular dynamics is utilized. The sets for tiling shown on the following Figure 1 were generated with the same algorithm. The first tiling is stacked of the set, where each tile includes only one particle. The second tiling is composed of the set, where size of each tile is twice bigger than in the first case. Therefore tile contains more particles, but the overall volume fraction remains the same for both tilings. The last tiling is made of the set with 36 particles per tile, but finial domain exhibits the same fraction as well. It is obvious, that the first simulation represents S arrangement, whereas the second and the third tiling form rather R arrangement (particles randomly over whole area) [4] . One can also easily observe differences in the degree of heterogeneity, where in the first sample there are visible interferences and the structure is closer to the ordered system in comparison with the last tiling with obvious particles clusters. Therefore the main goal of the presented contribution is to provide some simulations and build up recommendations for particle-tile size relation with emphasis on overall arrangement and different states of heterogeneity/ordering. These suggestions should help followers with the settings of a generation algorithm when tiling a material model with required geometrical properties.
The contribution is organized as follows. The next chapter briefly presents algorithm for the Wang tile set generation. The beginning of the third part is devoted to tile size dimensions in terms of various packing states. The last but one subchapter presents simulations and include the discussion of obtained results. In the conclusion the summary of the paper with possible ways of the future work is presented.
Algorithm for tile generation
The basis of the Wang tiling is represented by set of building blocks, Wang tiles. These can be seen originally as squares with codes on edges, which enables to keep compatibility of neighbours in the final tiling. During years there were works attempting to find the minimal set of tiles for aperiodic tiling. The last known minimal aperiodic set of tiles consists of eleven pieces over four colours (codes) [5] . Since for material engineering there is no need to keep strictly aperiodic tiling, we utilize stochastic CSHD algorithm [2] . Considering four different possible codes on edges, the minimal set consists of eight tiles.
For the group of materials composed of circular hard particles within a matrix an algorithm inspired by molecular dynamics has been successfully utilized, where particles move and collide during reconstruction process until the stopping criterion is reached. The similar principle (modified LubachevskyStillinger [6] ) utilizes the algorithm for tile set generation. In the begging of the process, the particles zero initial radii are randomly thrown into each square tile and assigned with random velocity vectors. The particles (inclusions) grow and collide with walls and with each other during the motion until they have reached desired diameter and arrangement. The description of algorithm can be found in [7] together with recomanded optimized particle velocities.
One of the main problems, the algorithm has to deal with, is the compatibility on tile edges/corners. If there is no trespassed particles, Wang tiles are reduced only to separated systems with noticeable borders in final tiling. In order to avoid such an artificial artefact a concept of adaptive boundaries was developed [8] . In here the tile edges represents borders for particles centres instead of particle surfaces. Thus inclusions in the master tile are affected with a motion of particles in possible tile neighbours. Therefore the process leads on one hand to higher computational demands connected with higher number of collisions between particles, on the other hand there is a system with adaptive boundaries reducing unwanted artificial periodicity. An example of generated tile set with highlighted adaptive boundaries is in Figure 2 .
Simulations and discussion
In this chapter simulations are presented ilustrating the tile generation together with tiled samples, where we would like to point out the problems user has to deal with and discuss possible solutions.
Tile size and particle packing
In the concept of the Wang tiling every tile used to be of unit size. But for modelling, the base block has to have a size of certain value or at least to be in the certain ratio with other structural dimensions. The determination of the tile size can be divided into two consecutive steps. In the first one there is need to define minimal geometry demands, in order to be able to reach various states of packings. Within the second step the size of tiles as well as tiling is compared to the characteristic structural sizes of a modelled sample or/and modified with emphasis on overall required material properties. This contribution deals mostly with the first condition.
As mentioned in the problem definition, each Wang tile could have different number of particles. Such an assumption has to be taken into account for both full tiling and materials with lower packing density. The very first thing in a definition of the tile size should be identification of possible packing states. When the required material is fully packed or domain should have clusters of particles, it is necessary to cogitate the close dense packing [9] . Since the dynamic algorithm involves adaptive boundaries, it is possible to achieve the maximal hexagonal dense packing of equal-sized inclusions with the volume fraction of 0.9069. Nevertheless in order to be on the safe side with a definition of square tile dimensions, reader is referred to the densest packing of equal-sized disks in a square volume [10, 11] . It has to be noticed that such an assembly leads to particle periodic artefacts and ordered homogenized samples, which are far away from the term of random or heterogeneous. For the investigated materials more common are so-called jammed states (mechanical stable states). The most disordered jammed state used to be called maximally random jammed state, which can replace the term random close packing. For more information regarding densest packing states the reader is referred to [9, 12] , since in our simulation we will focused on tiling with lower particle fraction and higher degree of freedom.
Tiles with the same number of equal-size inclusions
In general it is better to have the same volume fraction in every tile. With this assumption the probability of accepting a next tile in tiling should be of value 0.5 in every step of the algorithm, assuring the material volume fraction. The term volume fraction, or in this case packing fraction, is defined as ratio of the sum of particle areas to overall space. The dimension of space is relative to tile size, therefore the number of particles within a tile defines (with respect to the required packing fraction) the size of each tile. In the following examples, where different number of particles in tiles are used, we will compare how this setting affects tiled model in terms of computer demands and simplified basic statistical description.
For all analysed cases the packing fraction is 0.442. We want to show how different tiling could be produced with various tile size, therefore the packing fraction is set well below the fraction for maximal random dense packing in order to preserve the degree of freedom for particles. For clarity the size of a final tiling is 600×600 pixels/microns.
There are three examples where the tile size increases gradually. In the first case we have only one inclusion in every tile. Since the size of tile is 20 pixels, the final tiling consists of 30×30 tiles. In the Tab. 1 the summary of investigated cases with settings definition is presented. In the Figures 3 4 5 generated sets and examples of tilings with pore division and appropriate pore size distribution are shown [13] . In the first case, the tiling exhibits similarity to the material with lattice. The particles in every tile have limited freedom given by the tile size-particle radius ratio which is 0.375. Thus the pore size histogram is quite narrow without existence of extra large or small pores. Such setting is valid only for a reconstruction of domain with high-ordered particle system or with periodic arrangement.
In the second investigated case, the obviously different arrangement of particles without large visible periodic artefacts is obtained. The diagram exhibits wide range of pore distribution, which was achieved due to more space for particle motion. Nevertheless there is still very predominate pore size indicating lower level of disordering. Despite the fact of wider pore distribution, the local particle clusters occured, caused by small number of particles within a tile and the nature of the stochastic tiling. In the last tiling, where each tile includes 36 particles, we gain the system with pore distribution near to the normal distribution. This confirms the claim that the larger Wang tile the more heterogenous is reconstructed material. Moreover, the results from the two point probability function [9] of tiling with 36 particles exhibit reduction of unwanted secondary peaks, which indicates the decrease of periodicity, especially in comparison to the tiling composed with the PUC system 6. Please note that these figures were obtained as average from ten different tilings with the same size and the same number of tiles.
The resolution (pixels/tile) was decreased to maintain the clarity of figures. Nevertheless the definition of maximal or sufficient tile size should be in accordance with required mechanical properties which needs further statistical description and investigation. But one has to have in mind the increasing computational demands. Despite the author's best effort, the whole process definitely lacks internal optimization of the code to allow comparison in terms of the computer demands. Nevertheless, the computationally most demanding task is in a correlation with number of collisions. After collision of any particle with wall or another particle, velocity vectors have to be recalculated. The Table 2 presents summary of number of collisions for increasing number of particles within a tile of the same size. It has to be noted that these values are averaged over ten measurements. There is obvious interference between number of wall rebounds and particle collisions. With packing fraction around 0.2 the number of both collision types is approximately equal. For lower fraction there is much more free space and particles do not colide so often. With higher fraction the situation is reversed.
In Table 3 number of collisions are compared for the three representative cases. Since the packing fraction was 0.442, there is a higher probability of particleparticle collisions then for rebounds from walls. If we consider the first case as a reference one, then the performed representative results together with internal checks indicate following: The number of particleparticle collisions grow approximately with the same rate as tile size till the tiled area is ten times larger compared with the reference tile.
The algorithm for particle motion begins with randomized velocity vectors. If we want to regulate computer demands, several possibilities exist. The easiest one is to generate Wang tiles of a small size, but with such settings the tiling exhibits periodicity artefacts. Moreover the final reconstructed material sample of the same size requires tiling with higher number of tiles. Therefore savings on tile generation can be consumed on tiling algorithm. Another possibility is to modify algorithm for tile generation, where velocity vectors will be optimized and more reduced. The similar approach has already been used in optimization of tiles with border areas [7] . There is also an option based on the semi-dynamic algorithm, where in the first step the particles are placed in a tile with certain initial radius. But in this process computer power will be used for initial arrangement of particles, thus savings are questionable.
Tiles with different number of equal-size inclusions
The Wang tiling set, where each tile includes the same number of particles, fits either domains with lattices or materials with lower degree of heterogeneity [14] .
If the reconstructed material sample should have some particle clusters or high degree of heterogeneity, the best way is to utilize the Wang tiling with different number of particles in tiles. Nevertheless with different tile particle packing other issues arise. The most critical one is dsign of tiling algorithm in terms of prescribed overall volume fraction. When the set includes very varying tiles and tiling is made of relatively small number of tiles, the tiling algorithm cannot assure required volume fraction because of the uniform acceptance probability. This problem can be solved with observation of tiling process, where acceptance probability varies over tile set. After a certain part of the Wang tiling is complete, the temporary packing fraction can be recalculated and tiles will be assigned with an updated acceptance probability. Another solution might be to generate a new set with similar distribution of particles over tiles. The last but not least option is to transfer particles from tile to tile within the tiling algorithm. Following examples show tiling with very individual particle packing in each tile. It has to be noticed that these examples were made without any improvement in tiling algorithm. Thus the final pattern for each case exhibits different overall particle fraction. Obviously we gain in both cases samples with high degree of heterogeneity. This statement is verified using visual check and the pore distribution histogram with representation of both small and large pores. Occurrence of the large pores is caused by tiles with minimal particle fraction and another phenomenonempty tiles. Due to the usage of adaptive boundaries approach, empty tile should not be considered as a periodic cell. However such tile includes an area where any particle from tiling can never get to. One empty tile in the set is suitable for tiling diversity. More empty tiles result in redundancy of full basic Wang tile set. But existence of the same tiles in a set also offers an opportunity to increase acceptance probability of tiles without any intervention in tiling algorithm. The similar postulate is valid for expanded tile set as well as identical tiles with particles within.
Conclusions
The concept of Wang tiling has already been rooted in the family of approaches, which are suitable for random heterogeneous material modelling. It brings possibilities of aperiodic tiling of large material domains with a relative small set of basic tiles. In this contribution we were dealing with a random heterogeneous domain composed of equal-sized hard discs within a matrix. The basic set for tiling of such artificial material sample was obtained via algorithm based on molecular dynamic and adaptive boundaries approaches. Even though this type of generation exhibits potential, there has been so far modelled only general samples without tile size investigation. Therefore we focused in this contribution on specific types of material domains with various particle configurations and volume fractions. The final tilings were constructed using the stochastic CSHD algorithm.
In the first part of simulations, generated Wang tile set consists of tiles with the same particle fraction. The second part presented analysis of tiling with tiles of large differences in number of particles inside. Based on presented examples of illustrative tilings, one can show, how the size of tiles (and appropriate number of particles within) affects possibilities of particle arrangement and ordering of the obtained sample. These tests proved the variability of Wang tiling in connection with the tile generator based on molecular dynamics. Concurrently the discussion over occurring arrangement could help followers with settings of both tiling algorithm and the generator.
The investigated material contained only monodisperse hard particles. But the Wang tile approach and the described generator are suitable for a wide range of material domains. Therefore future work will focus on other material models with various particle numbers and shapes. Within the next steps we will also integrate more statistical descriptions in order to quantify and compare material characteristics. Finally, whole process will be extended to 3D.
